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The Norwegian Tabletop Game Publishers Association organizes and promotes the interests of
Norwegian Publishers of Tabletop Games (games mainly consisting of physical components).
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Aegir Games

Europa Universalis: The Price of Power
Govern one of Europe’s great nations through the Ages of Discovery, Reformation, Absolutism and
Revolutions – spanning more than 300 years of history. Lift your nation out of the slumber of the
Dark Ages and create a glorious empire, through clever diplomacy, brave exploration and ruthless
conquest. Each of the playable nations have their own very unique opportunities and challenges.
Europa Universalis is a strategy board game that will give players a full 4X game experience in a
historical setting. Through strategic use of cards and careful management of resources you will
be able to expand your realm on the map board, while at the same time developing the internal
machinery of the state on your player board. You must build diplomatic relations that support your
ambition and you can explore far-away parts of the world. By recruiting skilled advisors and carefully investing Monarch Power in great ideas, province development and long term strategies, you
may well be able to outshine your historical counterparts.
This is a game for 2–6 players (depending on the various scenarios included). The goal of the
game is to build the most successful empire, and points are amongst other things scored for provinces owned, explored territories, diplomatic relations, victories in wars and Secret Objectives that
have been accomplished.
The board game is based on the famous strategy game series by Paradox Interactive, and captures the heart and soul of the grandness that makes the computer game so magnificent.
Web: www.aegirgames.com
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Go To Pieces Games

Fjordar
Fjordar is an epic, historical wargame for up to six players set in the Norwegian civil war that raged
from 1130 to 1240. At the start of the game you take on the role of one of the heirs of Sigurd Jorsalfare vying for power in the torn kingdom. You add new generations of pretenders to your hand
as history unfolds quickly on the board infront of you.
The game features a unique movement system, a quick press-your-luck combat system and a fully
modular 3D terrain which lets the players have a new and unique experience every time they play.
To achieve victory it's important to figure out if you will be an ally or enemy of the Church, establish
control over key locations to gain taxes and build longships, gain Glory in battle to upgrade your
Combat Deck, and establish safe routes between castles to get your Heirs safely home so they
can continue the fight!
Fjordar is the first game from Go To Pieces Games and is expected to launch it’s Kickstarter campaign in 2020.
Contact: info@gotopiecesgames
Web: www.gotopiecesgames.com
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Green Box Of Games

The Green Box of Games is not a single game, it is a game system that comes with a collection of
16 games you can play. Designed to be like a deck of cards for board games the box is filled with
versatile components, tiles, cards, cubes and dice, that you can use to play lots of different games,
or even create your own. The games included in the rulebook spans from quick family games to
more complex strategy games, plus a few traditional classics, and includes solo games as well as
games for up to 8 or 10 people. On the associated wiki there are around 100 game variants available.
The Components provided are as follows:
- 36 Square Tiles with 6 different symbols
- 80 10 mm cubes in 4 different colors
- 54 cards in 9 different colors
- 2 standard dice
The games in the box
Traditional games: Backgammon, Halma, Speed, Reversi, Liar’s dice
Adapted from modern classics: Gold Mine, Tunnel Run, Son of Kark
Original games: Flower Garden, Jump gate, War 2.0, Grenade Salad, The Gauntlet
Fawlty Towers, All Your Base, Temple of Doom
Contact: Jørgen Brunborg-Næss
contact@greenboxofgames.com
Web: www.greenboxofgames.com
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Intuitive Games

Equity the Board Game
Equity is a game based on real scientific research on price
bubbles. In the game you play in a market of stocks and artworks where you decide the prices.
Each turn involves every player as you compete to be the first
one to buy a yacht and secure 50,000 $!
3 - 6 players
60 - 90 minutes
12 years and up
Contact: markusmoestue@gmail.com
Web: www.equityboardgame.com
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Orbit Battle

You are a Squad Commander in charge of 8 Spaceships and 5 Battlerings. A meteor has destroyed your planet and you are searching for a new home. You are
now in a race to capture two of the three remaining big planets to rule the galaxy.
But beware you have an enemy with the same mission. To win this intergalactic
battle you will need to use all your skill to outmaneuver your enemy and capture
the planets. No luck, only brainpower!
Orbit Battle is a strategic game for two with simple rules and deep gameplay,
which makes the game suitable for both kids and adults. 20-45 min, age 8+
Contact: td@orbitbattle.com
Web: www.orbitbattle.com
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SB Games
VIKINGJARL
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Vikingjarl is a historical strategy game about Vikings and Norse
Mythology. You begin the game as one of four Jarls, with the goal
of becoming the next Ruler of Kaupang. You accomplish this by
pillaging, trading, and settling. The game is for 2-4 players.
The Vikings loved stories - the “sagas”. That is why we have
included real stories in the game. The histories of each key
settlement, the stories of the heroes and gods, are all woven into
the VikingJarl. We have woven the most exciting elements of Euros,
cardgames, and wargames in a fast-moving game of plunder and
glory.
More info: www.facebook.com/Vikingjarl.sbg
Suggested retail price 65 $ / 59 €.
Coming November / December 2019
Contakt us: post@sbgames.no
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Tompet Games

Donning the Purple is an asymmetrical king of the hill game with a bit of worker
placement. Each player leads a powerful family in ancient Rome, trying to get the
most victory points during 4 rounds. If your family member becomes the emperor
and manages to hold the position he can earn lots of points. However he will also
become the target of the other players, as they will try to dethrone him and
become the new emperor themselves.

Game design by Petter Schanke Olsen
Graphic design by Thomas Lie-Gjeseth
Artwork by Joeri Lefevré & Daniël Hasenbos
post@tompetgames.no

D O N NING
T HE P URPLE

w w w.tompetgames.no
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Simplicatus
SimplicatusGames
Games

ENTERTAINING TABLETOP GAMES
THAT CHALLENGE YOUR MIND
We import and distribute games from leading publishers of scientific,
science-themed, historical, abstract strategy and educational games.
Our catalogue includes titles from Aporta Games, Artana Games,
Atheris Games, BRIGHT of Sweden Games, CardLords, Danish
Brain Games, Draco Ideas, Drawlab, Enigma Studio, Games In Italy,
GDM Games, Genius Games, Green Box of Games, Grey Fox
Games, Intuitive Games, Ion Games, Jackbro, Jumping Turtle
Games, Karma Games, Keep Exploring Games, Lautapelit, Lucky
Duck Games, Massif Games, Mind Fitness Games, Mountain Men,
Orbit Battle, ResEd, SB Games, Sculpin Games, Sierra Madre
Games, Simplicatus Games, Tactrics, Tompet Games, Tyto Games,
Vennerød Forlag, Worldshapers, Zoch Zum Spielen and others.
Retailers are invited to contact us for offers at
+48 505 977 552
info@simplicatus.games
www.simplicatus.games
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Clustered: A strategic pattern recognition card game
GAME PLAY OVERVIEW
Clustered is an easy-to-learn
strategy card game that is fun for
the whole family!
During the game, players will make
moves according to the symbols on
the cards in their hands. The
symbols on cards vary by shape, fill
type, and number. Challenge your
pattern recognition skills by playing
cards that share attributes in
common with neighboring cards on
the board.

Players
Ages
Time

1 to 4
7+ years
10-15 min per player

CONTENTS
12 Page rulebook (EN/PL/DE/FR/ES/NO)
2 Start cards
1 Active player card
4 Bonus cards
4 Decks of 27 unique cards and 3 jokers
in each player colour

PUBLISHED BY
Sculpin Games

DISTRIBUTED BY

info@simplicatus.games

Carefully choose where to play in
order to either score points for
yourself or block your opponents
from doing so. Each card you
cluster together in a row or a
rectangle will get you a point. Score
more points than the other players
to win.

WHY CLUSTERED SELLS
No language restrictions
Since the cards show shapes only,
there is no advantage or restriction on
who can play based on language skills.
Stimulate your brain!
Complex strategy and planning ahead
will keep you thinking until your last
card is played.
A great game for the whole family
Simple rules make Clustered easy to
learn, while thinking about the
strategy keeps it interesting!
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XOBrainer: An extremely entertaining strategy game!

Players
Ages
Time

2 to 4
10+ years
5-60 min

CONTENTS
1 Game board
1 Rulebook
32 X tokens (plastic)
32 O tokens (plastic)
2 Point markers (plastic)
2 Set markers (plastic)
25 XOBrainer cards
3 Storage bags
1 WebApp password

PUBLISHED BY
Danish Brain Games

DISTRIBUTED BY

info@simplicatus.games

GAME PLAY OVERVIEW
XOBrainer is an advanced type of 5-in-a-row.
Compete one-on-one or team vs. team. The
object of the game is to get 5-in-a-row in either
shape or colour. Thinking two-dimensionally, you
need to use not only your own pieces, but also
your opponent’s pieces.
When you achieve 5-in-a-row you earn a number
of points based on the placement of the row on
the game board. You win the game when you’ve
earned enough points or by being ingenious and
winning by knockout.
Add extra challenges and game variations using
XOBrainer cards and/or the WebApp included
with the game.
Use one of the XOBrainer timers to add extra
pressure, play with randomly selected pieces, try
to lure your opponent into your traps, perform a
secret mission or start the game with a fixed lineup on the board.

Enchance gameplay experience by using the free XOBrainer WebApp!
Learn more at: xobrainer.com
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Sign: A tricky fast-paced social bluffing game for teams!
GAME PLAY OVERVIEW
Players form teams collecting a
set of five cards with the same
symbol, and create non-verbal
signs in order to win. The rules
seem simple, but it quickly
becomes difficult when you have
to pay attention to all the
players and collect cards at the
same time.
Sign is a quick and fast-paced card game designed for friends or family. While
playing Sign, the suspense will rapidly build. Cards will fly across the table
followed by mischievous glances back and forth! Sign plays fast, which makes
it an ideal evening starter or can be played at cafés or bars.

Players
Ages
Time

4 to 9

8+ years
20+ min

CONTENTS
80 Poker size cards
(16 symbols in 5 colours)
4 Rule leaflets
- EN, DE, NL, PL

PUBLISHED BY
The Mountain Men

DISTRIBUTED BY

info@simplicatus.games
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Baby Clues: Find your opponent's secret identity!
GAME PLAY OVERVIEW
Baby Clues is a deduction game that
won the Problem Solving Gold Award
at the Imagination Gaming Awards. For
each turn you have to expose a little
bit of your secret identity. During the
game, you constantly have to try to
find the balance between unmasking
your opponents and picking up all the
objects you need to escape.

Players
Ages
Time

2 to 4
10+ years
20 min

Each card you collect discloses
valuable information about your secret
identity. Both give you the opportunity
to score points. If somebody tries to
unmask you, but they make a mistake,
you also score a bonus point, so a little
bit of bluffing can also come in handy.

CONTENTS
36 Clue Cards
6 Escape Cards
9 Secret Identity Cards
4 Reference Cards
20 Milk Bottle Tokens
4 Rule leaflets
- EN, DE, FR, NL

PUBLISHED BY
Jumping Turtle Games

DISTRIBUTED BY

info@simplicatus.games
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Vikingar: Battle, quest and discover the doors to Valhalla!
GAME PLAY OVERVIEW
Viking theme game where players explore the
world to solve the various adventures that they
face; plundering holy places, fighting mythical
creatures or trading with cities.
To win, you must explore the world of mortals
with your longboat, complete divine adventures
and discover one of the doors leading to Valhalla,
located at the world’s end. The game takes place
on a round modular board composed of 24 tiles.

Players
Ages
Time

2 to 6
10+ years
90-120 min

CONTENTS
2x1 Rulebook (EN/FR)
1 Monster encyclopedia (EN/FR)
1 Central game board
30 Territory tiles (use 24 in a game)
1 Rune throwing board
10 Runes (wood)
20 Outpost tokens (wood)
20 Longship tokens (wood)
6 Double-sided player boards
32 Achievement cubes (wood)
96 Fire and blood tokens
60 Gold coins
6 Turn tokens and 1 Drawbag
2x24 World’s End cards (EN/FR)
2x24 Mythical Quest cards (EN/FR)
2x30 Navigation Event cards (EN/FR)
24 Card holders (wood)

The tiles are face down until a player decides to
explore them. Players sail their Drakkar to
successfully accomplish the glorious
achievements needed for the transition to
Valhalla. The Gates to Valhalla can be found at
the edge of the game board, where the land gives
way. Be careful not to fall into the void!

PUBLISHED BY
JackBro

DISTRIBUTED BY

info@simplicatus.games

The modular board makes each play different.
Find out more at: jackbro.com/vikingar
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Aporta Games
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Vennerød Forlag
The largest Norwegian-based publisher of tabletop games, Vennerød Forlag has published Norwegian editions of international hits like Agricola,
Bang!, Bohnanza, Camel Cup, Catan, Crokinole, Dominion, Drop It, EXIT,
Flamme Rouge, Ice Cool, Imhotep, Kingdomino, King of Tokyo, Klask, Ligretto, Patchwork, Power Grid, Stone Age, Table Curling, Toscana, Ubongo,
and many others during the last few decades.
Vennerød Forlag has also developed and published a large range of original board games, card games, escape games, family games, kids games,
knowledge games, party games, table games and travel games in Norwegian.
They are the go-to supplier of traditional games like chess, rummy, yatzy,
domino, chinese checkers (halma), ludo (parcheesi) as well as playing
cards and puzzles – both traditional cardboard puzzles and 3D puzzles of
wood and metal. They also publish Norwegian editions of the experiment
sets for kids from KOSMOS.
You can find their catalogue online at the following address:
www.vennerod.no
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Board game: Mangrovia

Social deduction game: Perfect Alibi

Card game: Mausgeflippt

Family game: Mission Impractical

Board game: Strada Romana

Puzzle 1000 pcs: Hunting Eagle

Board games, card games and puzzles from Vennerød Forlag
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Table game: Table Curling

Table game: Crokinole

Puzzle 1000 pcs: Anja and the
Reindeer

Puzzle 1000 pcs: Reading to Polar
bear

Puzzle 1000 pcs: Bøyabreen
Glacier

Puzzle 1000 pcs: Matterhorn of the
North

Table games and puzzles from Vennerød Forlag
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Visit us online at
http://NorwayTabletop.Games
Sign up for our email newsletter:
http://Newsletter.NorwayTabletop.Games
Follow us on social media:
http://Facebook.com/NorwayTabletop.Games
http://Instagram.com/NorwayTabletop.Games
http://Twitter.com/NorwayTabletop.Games
http://LinkedIn.com/company/NorwayTabletop.Games
http://Youtube.NorwayTabletop.Games
Member companies
Aegir Games
Europa Universalis: The Price of Power
Aporta Games
The Magnificent, Offshore, Trails of Tucana,
Destination X, Rebel Nox, Santa Maria,
Santa Maria: American Kingdoms,
Santa Maria: Exploration Deck
Intuitive Games
Equity Board Game
Go to Pieces Games Fjordar
Green Box of Games Green Box of Games
Orbit Battle
Orbit Battle
SB Games
Vikingjarl
Simplicatus Games
Clustered 2nd ed., Cytosis KS/1st ed., Mangrovia, Sign,
Vikingar, 40 Thieves, Baby Clues
Tompet Games
Donning the Purple + Votes & Virtue [preorder]
Vennerød Forlag
Crokinole, Mausgeflippt, Mission Impractical, Perfect
Alibi, Strada Romana, Table Curling

